
Ingleton Circular via Fell Lane 

We start from Ingleton – just off the A65. We picked the informal layby at Storrs Common as our 

starting point – take the B6255 toward Hawes and as the road climbs steeply out of Ingleton, you 

will see the parking on the right opposite a white and blue bungalow. If you are using Satnav to get 

there then the address for the house is Hawes Road, Ingleton, LA6 3AN, whilst the what-3-words tag 

for the parking is plenty.microchip.useful. If you prefer paper maps, then the OS grid reference is 

SD70177320. 

From the parking places we head up onto Fell Lane – this is the main route up to Ingleborough via 

Crina Bottom, so it’s a well-used route and the way should be quite clear. The path we are on at this 

point is part of the Pennine Journey long distance route path.  

We press on up Fell Lane, soon finding ourselves between drystone walls on a track that could only 

be in the Yorkshire Dales – the climb is not particularly steep, but even so its worth stopping every 

now and then to look back and enjoy the views behind – they change constantly as we gain height. 

The Pennine Journey path continues upward to the peak of Ingleborough. That’s a great walk and is 

highly recommended, but it’s not our target today, so we look for a footpath sign on the right hand 

side of the lane pointing us toward Slatenber. If you find yourself at an isolated farmhouse at Crina 

Bottom, you have gone too far and need to retrace a little. 

The next section of the walk has us heading consistently South as we head toward Slatenber. We 

cross a number of field boundaries at stiles as we go, and the route is generally clear. We need to 

cross a number of streams too, and as our pictures show we picked a spectacularly wet day for the 

walk, and even under these conditions the crossings were safe and easy, so on a dry day they will be 

even more secure. 

To our right as we cross the fields, there is another feature that could be worth coming back to 

explore when we have more time: Easegill Force and the natural stone arch.  

The path soon approaches the farmhouse at Slatenber, and heads to the right of the building to pick 

up the old road from Clapham to Ingleton, before continuing almost opposite, across two more 

fields with a slightly difficult stile to navigate. 

We then arrive at a metalled road called Lowkber lane where we turn left to walk on the road for 

just a few metres until it forks. At the branching point we head right and down Green Lane for the 

next 250m.  

We then look for a lane on our right – this leads down to the caravan park at Greenwood Leghe. As 

we approach the site there is helpful signage to ensure that we choose the boggy narrow track with 

ample barbed wire snagging points rather than entering the main part of the park. 

We follow the path round the perimeter until we arrive at a metalled track within the park. At this 

point, the public footpath continues along the access road to the site and back down to the A65, 

crossing the route of the disused railway line into Ingleton as we go. 

At the main road we turn right and walk along the pavement for little more than 50m before we take 

a stile on the right and head diagonally across the fields, and back toward Ingleton – we are now 

heading north and need to look for a wooden pedestrian bridge over a small but energetic stream. 

This is Jenkins Beck – part of the flow at Easegill Force that we passed earlier in the walk. 



Beyond the bridge, we head slightly to the right and then follow the fence line for a while. Note that 

this is not quite on the footpath marked on the OS map, but it’s a well-used route that avoids 

walking through the housing estate so is preferred by most people. We follow the path through a 

marshy area where paving flags have been provided to mark and stabilise the path – even during the 

very wet weather we experienced this was easily navigated so should not be a problem, and after a 

short while we arrive back at the B6255 in Ingleton. From here we head right and uphill back to the 

parking – obviously if you parked in Ingleton village, you would need to improvise. 

• Total distance 6.6 km (4.1 miles) 

• Total ascent 197 m 

• Easy walk 


